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Regulation, competency, investment performance, suitability, compensation, training 
and professionalism are among the many fundamental aspects of the Asian wealth 
management and private banking industry which are under scrutiny. At the same time, 
what clients now value from their banking relationships seems to have changed 
for good - and will continue to evolve. 

This all requires a significant shift in mindset from wealth managers if they want to 
stay relevant. 

This book provides detailed insights into the tools and skills you need if you want to 
become more effective and productive – and ultimately survive – in today’s landscape.

Each chapter takes you through the various stages of the selling and relationship-
building processes. The content offers a roadmap for breaking free of some of the 
practices of the past – to enable you to think more strategically and proactively about 
new and existing client relationships.

Only by adapting and implementing new techniques and knowledge can you expect to 
be a successful adviser with profitable and sustainable client relationships.
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TESTIMONIALS

“Anybody interested in a long-term career in wealth management in Asia will learn important 

lessons, skills and tools from this book.”

Andrew Fung

Head of Treasury and Investment

Hang Seng Bank

“The Asian wealth management industry is undergoing its second significant period of change 

in the last few years. Anyone who has the responsibility to advise clients and service them in 

their best interests should read this book cover to cover. Not only will they get a good sense 

of the trends shaping the industry and how they affect them – they will also know how to be 

effective in such a market landscape and can learn to use those tips effectively on the job.”

Anthonia Hui

Chief Executive Officer

AL Wealth Partners

“Excellent reading for client advisers indeed! Lots of deep insights and practical tips to 

achieving great success for the individuals, organisations and the wealth management 

industry. A handbook not to be missed.”

Eric Goh

Head of Investors, Singapore

J.P. Morgan Private Wealth Management

“Whether you are an experienced practitioner or an aspiring wealth manager, the best prac-

tices and other skills explained in this book will provide you with what it takes to succeed in 

Asian wealth management and private banking today.”

Professor Francis Koh

Deputy Dean, Lee Kong Chian School of Business & Director, MSc in Wealth Management Programme

Singapore Management University



“Wealth Management is no longer considered a ‘luxury product’ sold by great brands and 

glossy marketing events. Everyone who serves wealthy clients is by now very conscious that 

although it may involve some ‘art’, increasingly ‘discipline’ has become a key differentiator.  

Not only to attract clients in the first place, but also to keep and to grow the share of their 

wallet. Being a wealth manager means hard work combined with skills and talent in order to 

stay relevant to clients and to business. To stay fit for the job in an ever changing landscape, 

these skills and talent have to be constantly re-assessed, the same as going for a regular 

health check. This book reflects these trends and provides an excellent resource for wealth 

managers to develop the right skills to add value to their clients today”  

Mario A. Bassi

Managing Director, Head of Asia

Solution Providers Management Consulting

“This book offers practical, relevant and timely advice for any client adviser in Asian wealth 

management and private banking today who wants to improve their relationships and dif-

ferentiate their service.”

Keith Harrison

Head of Asia Pacific and Branch Manager, Singapore 

Bank Hapoalim

“Selling and relationship management skills have been on the decline in Asian wealth man-

agement and private banking as the industry has suffered various blows since the financial 

crisis. This book puts the situation in context and, more importantly, outlines how frontline 

advisers can hone their skills to adapt to this new environment.”

Urs Brutsch

Managing Partner & Founder

HP Wealth Management
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FOREWORD 
BY DAVID MACDONALD 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, HUBBIS

Great relationship-based selling is, always has been, and for the fore-
seeable future will be, founded on good-old common sense.  However, 
in this head-down, self-absorbed, information-overloaded world that we 
now seem to inhabit, common sense is often not so common to find!

When you add to the mix market volatility, the ever-increasing range 
of investment and wealth planning solutions, pressures of meeting our 
sales targets, and the fact we are now time-poor, it is easy to see how 
the challenges stack up.

Through the past few years, I’ve seen and heard lots of financial insti-
tutions talking about getting “back to basics”. Many of the “basic” prin-
ciples of good selling may be what are actually needed to be consistently 
great salespeople today.

Our chief executive officer, Michael Stanhope, started his career sell-
ing photocopiers for Xerox in 1991. He worked for the leading dealer in 
the West End of London, and remembers going door-to-door in the cold 
February wind to ask each office receptionist: “So who makes the office 
buying decisions in your company?” In a typical week he used to visit 
around 120 companies. If he got a lead, he would rush off and get one 
of his senior salespeople to follow up.

Selling a photocopier was harder than it might sound. The competition 
was fierce. He really did need to ask lots of questions to understand 
what each client needed, and then sold the features that benefitted the 
individual client.

Foreword
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Most importantly, he really needed to know what the photocopier did, 
and how it did it, and also to be very aware of what the competitor’s 
machines could or couldn’t do. Otherwise, as he puts it: “I looked unpro-
fessional and uninformed, and therefore made no sale.”

In his early days of selling, Michael got paid commission only. And he 
recalls that the salespeople had colourful nicknames like “attack dog”, 
and they watched films like Glengarry Glen Ross.

By comparison, I cut my teeth learning how to sell in the world 
of banking.

Although a very different environment and set of products, many of my 
early experiences were a lot like Michael’s were. Despite them being very 
different businesses, they both had similar approaches to selling and to 
being successful.

In those days, for both of us, it was a “numbers game”. This meant see-
ing as many potential buyers as possible, in the knowledge that enough 
people would say yes to keep us going until the next month.

Times have moved on a lot. Selling in the 21st Century is perhaps better 
approached on the basis of quality over quantity. However, many of the 
core approaches do still work. Yet over the last 20-plus years, Michael 
and I have observed tangible evidence that genuine selling skills are on 
the decline.

Some of the essential tools and attributes for any consistently successful 
salesperson – such as how to start with a business development strat-
egy; how to build and implement an effective sales activity plan; how to 
prospect; how to win the business; and how to get referrals – seem to 
be in short supply.

In wealth management, in particular, it would seem that people don’t like 
to be perceived as a “salesperson”.
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But “sales” or “selling” are not words to be ashamed of.  

For me, in the world of wealth management, SELLING = SERVICE.  They 
are one and the same thing.

In my humble opinion, it would be encouraging to see senior manage-
ment really try and get their relationship managers, client advisers, in-
vestment consultants and other frontline staff to learn some old-fash-
ioned, tried-and-tested selling skills. 

Even if you could be confident to at least incorporate the following sim-
ple tips into your client interactions, I believe that you would witness an 
immediate effect on revenue and would enjoy more proactive relation-
ships with clients – your buyers:

 Ask more open and probing questions
 
 Be enthusiastic

 Ask for the business – help clients to buy

 Admit when you don’t know the answer to a question

 Really make an effort to learn about products and markets

Without doing these things, you are more likely to struggle to help the 
client to spot opportunities which will benefit both parties.

The most consistently successful salespeople that I have had the plea-
sure of working with, or meeting, do all of these things. The very best 
do these things and they have a clear vision of where they want to be. 
This then distills into a clear plan of action which is regularly reviewed, 
fine-tuned, and updated.

Foreword
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Further, they also appreciate and have a commitment to ongoing profes-
sional and personal development.

After all, the world of investment is rapidly changing and very fluid 
across the various products, strategies, assets, structures and advisory 
styles which are available and appropriate for different clients in differ-
ent situations with different profiles.

Selling professionally requires a lot of hard work. However, not just 
any hard work – the right hard work, built around a solid strategy and 
activity plan.  

Combine these things with careful planning, strict time management 
and an absolute desire to do the best thing for your client and you are 
likely to be more successful. Done well it is enjoyable and rewarding in 
multiple ways.

You should be proud to be a salesperson.

David MacDonald
Managing Director 
Head of Consulting & Learning Solutions
Hubbis
T 65 6725 9231
E david.macdonald@hubbis.com 



INTRODUCTION
Hope is not a 

method

“I don’t believe in 
circumstance. Successful 

people in life know the 
circumstances they need 

for success, and if they 
can’t find them, they 

create them.” 
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
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In this chapter:

	 The	game-changing	trends	impacting	Asian	wealth	management	and	

	 private	banking

	 The	reality	of	the	industry	today

	 Why	advisers	must	re-index	their	expectations	about	what	to	expect	out	of	a	

career	in	this	industry

	 The	skills	and	qualities	required	for	wealth	managers	to	confront	the	

various	challenges	they	face	and	be	successful

	 Understanding	why	the	difficulties	that	frontline	staff	face	today	

	 were	inevitable

	 The	context	for	why	we	have	written	this	book	now

	 What	being	professional	means	in	the	new	landscape	of	Asian	wealth	

management	and	private	banking	

	 What	you	should	take	away	from	reading	this	book
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I t is more challenging than ever before to be a successful adviser in 
Asian wealth management and private banking.

On the one hand, this is due to the direct impact on the industry of the 
2008 financial crisis. The rattling of both the business environment and 
the investor mindset – coupled with the global political and economic 
fallout – has resulted in a combination of: ever-tougher regulatory and 
compliance obligations, which make it more time-consuming and burden-
some to open new accounts and transact for clients; unsustainable cost-
income ratios, made worse by staff turnover amid stiff competition; and 
choppy markets, creating volatile and uncertain investment conditions.

With senior management subsequently coming under growing revenue 
pressure, targets for frontline staff have, in turn, become increasingly 
aggressive and short term. Yet advisers 
have had to pitch their wares at a time 
when investors are, in general, becoming 
reluctant, wary and, therefore, passive.

On the other hand, some even bigger, 
game-changing trends in the financial 
markets are shaking the foundations of 
the Asian wealth management and private 
banking landscape. 

Among them are: the end of the glory days of investment banking; the 
resultant crackdown on remuneration across financial services; the crim-
inalisation of certain non-compliant advice in relation to client funds; 
the intense scrutiny over the competency of individuals working in this 
industry; and the spotlight on more rigorous and objective performance 
measurement criteria.

For any wealth managers who aren’t preparing themselves accordingly, 
and who don’t by now view what they do as a serious profession, then 
any hopes they had of making a career in this industry are over.

It	is	more	
challenging	than	
ever	before	to	be	a	
successful	adviser.
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Putting this book in context

It isn’t possible to fight the trends in the new world of Asian wealth 
management and private banking. It’s no longer just about an individual 
adviser working alone to service his or her clients. Nor is it realistic to 
offer a one-size-fits-all offering. 

So what does it take to succeed in this industry today?

It’s about understanding what value means to a client today, and how to 
deliver it. And also being aware that these answers are changing con-
stantly, and will continue to do so.

It’s about delivering investment perfor-
mance in a tangible, transparent and ra-
tional way – for those clients which seek 
that. And for those clients which want to 
protect their wealth, it’s about putting in 
place the most appropriate, relevant and 
tax-compliant structures to do so. 

It’s about being able to advise the next 
generation, whose requirements, in many 
instances, are significantly different from 

those of their parents. Their perception of the world means that what 
they want out of their banking relationships requires a different ap-
proach when delivering advice.

It’s about having a much more detailed awareness and understanding of 
regulation and its impact, whether local or global in nature. This is not 
only in terms of what to do and what not to do, but also the direction in 
which supervisory and enforcement policies are heading.

It’s about understanding the role and value of technology as a way to 
support interactions with clients and to enhance their experience through 

It’s	about	
understanding	what	

value	means	to	a	
client	today,	and	
how	to	deliver	it.
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a differentiated, tailored or user-friendly service. Ultimately, it’s about 
being more professional.

Without exception, confronting these challenges requires a variety of 
skills and qualities, for example:

	 More in-depth knowledge – at least to a certain level – about prod-
ucts, processes and suitability from one perspective, and about ap-
propriate structures and tools such as tax and trusts from the other

	 The awareness to know when to bring in specialists and admit to 
clients that there is a need for such assistance

	 An extensive infrastructure and network

	 A commitment to adapting and learning to upgrade skills 
 and knowledge

	 A high level of emotional engagement when giving advice

	 A genuine desire to put clients first – and to understand how to 
 do that

	 The ability to take stock of achievements to date – and to be honest 
about the extent to which earlier successes were possibly just due 
to market conditions

“You	never	achieve	success	unless	you	like	what	you	
are	doing.”

DALE CARNEGIE
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For those advisers who step up to the challenge, the rewards will 
be significant. 

But there will inevitably be some advisers who can no longer prove they 
have the capability to build a book of business which can support them 
going forward. Senior management tend to agree that the better-quality 
advisers are able to show they can be profitable after 18 months; while 
the average time period for an adviser to get to that level is two to three 
years. For those who cannot live up to the mark, this will be a reason for 
some much-needed tail-cutting in the industry.

The domestic markets will also be a key focus going forward. More and 
more strategic alliances are being forged between international and local 

players of all sizes. So wealth managers 
without the ability or desire to be flexible 
– and therefore understand how to access, 
prospect and win new accounts with local 
clients – will struggle.

Essentially, it is about re-indexing expec-
tations about what advisers will get out of 
a career in this industry. 

After all, the typical Swiss private banker 
grew up in an environment where they 
were taught to be passionate about doing 

a good job for their clients, as well as their employer. They didn’t expect 
a bonus for doing so. 

Wealth managers in Asia need to take a similar view. There has been 
too much self-interest in the industry to date, and the time for change 
has come.

Wanting to pursue this career for the right reasons – not for the money 
– is the new starting point for success. And the importance of advisers 
thinking along these lines will only get even more acute.

For	those	advisers	
who	step	up	to	

the	challenge,	the	
rewards	will	be	

significant.	
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For example, based on regulatory pressures and subsequent legislation, 
markets like the UK and Australia are banning front-end fees, stirring a 
shift towards fee-for-service advisory models.

This is surely on the cards at some point in Asia, too. If that happens, 
it will become all about service – which can only be delivered by skilled 
professionals who share the passion and commitment towards advising 
their clients appropriately.

The time for change is now

Many senior industry practitioners privately acknowledge that the dif-
ficulties their frontline advisers now face were inevitable.

Many advisers in this industry in Asia had 
only known growth. There was no obvi-
ous business need pre-2008 for them to 
sharpen their selling or relationship skills.

And with demand for talent far significant-
ly outstripping supply, neither did market 
forces intervene.

To fill the gaps, even the supposed leaders 
in banking in Asia resorted to hiring indi-
viduals without the core or proven skills to 
do the job.

Sometimes this meant looking in the back office; worse, it also involved 
luring people with little industry or technical knowledge but who had 
relationships with wealthy individuals – the infamous “hairdressers” and 
“luxury car salespeople” of Asian private banking’s long-gone hey-days.

In the haste to fill seats in the front office, proper training and vetting 
was shunned.

In	the	haste	to	fill	
seats	in	the	front	
office,	proper	
training	and	vetting	
was	shunned.
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The outcome has been a tangible decline overall in the quality of wealth 
managers in Asia.

It took the market downturn to make the case for changes in the ap-
proach that they have typically taken to first win, and then service, 
client relationships.

“In	the	end,	an	organisation	is	nothing	more	than	the	
collective	capacity	of	its	people	to	create	value.”	
LOU GERSTNER

It is now a priority for advisers to adapt and evolve their practices. In 
short, advisers must have more profitable, appropriate and consistent 
conversations with clients – as well as focus on building truly trusted and 
long-term partnerships with them.

The need for this to happen cannot be 
over-stated. For example, PwC’s Asia Pa-
cific findings from its Global Private Bank-
ing and Wealth Management Survey, re-
leased in mid-2011, said that what matters 
most to Asia’s wealthy individuals now is 
having quality relationship managers.

Particularly given weak investment condi-
tions, the report said the following: “The 
emphasis on investment performance has 
given way to the need for higher quality 

advice built within comprehensive and integrated wealth management 
planning solutions which meet individual clients’ circumstances.”

Advisers	must	have	
more	profitable,	

appropriate	
and	consistent	
conversations	

with	clients.	
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Yet according to the 43 organisations across eight countries in Asia that 
participated in the report, clients remain cautious about the service and 
advice they received from their private bankers. 

Only 18% of client advisers in Singapore 
and Hong Kong, for example, believe that 
they have attained “trusted advisory” sta-
tus with 60% or more of their clients, said 
the report.

Our belief is that even this worryingly-
poor statistic is overstated.

As a result, developing the right selling 
and relationship skills is vital to the tool-
kit and long-term success of any adviser, 
in both good and bad markets.

Why we have written this book

Against this backdrop, the goal of this book is straightforward: to help 
you become more effective, engaged and productive in your role as a 
wealth manager.

Regardless of whether you work at a private bank, a consumer bank, an 
IFA, an insurance company, an external asset manager, or any other type 
of advisory firm – I hope you can derive value in these pages.

One of the best things about selling is that it is a skill which can be 
learned. While it helps if you’re a so-called “natural”, it’s not required. 
With some training and practice, almost anyone can improve their 
selling skills.

Part of this involves trying to help you answer some key questions, 
among them:

Developing	the	
right	selling	and	
relationship	skills	is	
vital	to	the	tool-kit	
and	success	of	any	
adviser.
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	 What do I need to do to service clients more appropriately?

	 How can I build sustainable and profitable relationships with 
 my clients?

	 How can I get more business from existing clients?

	 How can I get referrals from my clients?

	 How can I find new clients?

	 What should I avoid doing in my interactions with clients?

No part of this book is about how to sell products or meet sales targets.

This is all easier said than done. The reality is that the majority of 
client-facing practitioners who work within Asian wealth management 

and private banking appear to do little, if 
any, formal or strategic sales planning, nor 
much in terms of personal development.

This seems short-sighted. The below-par 
revenue figures of most banks and individ-
ual wealth managers in recent years show 
that frontline staff should invest in learn-
ing and developing themselves in whatev-
er way they can to raise their productivity 
and effectiveness. 

While they might already bring a variety of qualities to their client rela-
tionships – ranging from communication and rapport-building skills, to 
knowledge of markets and customers acquired over the years – nobody, 

Frontline	staff	
should	invest	

in	learning	and	
developing	

themselves.	
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no matter how long they have been servicing wealthy individuals, can 
claim to be so proficient and experienced that they have nothing left 
to learn. 

Even the most gifted and successful sportspeople, musicians and doctors, 
for example, are fully committed to improving their skills and knowledge. 
They train and practice every day, and they seek the help of coaches and 
mentors to do so.

Could you imagine going to see a heart surgeon who wasn’t aware of or 
trained in the latest procedures?

“Every	morning	in	Africa	a	gazelle	wakes	up.	It	knows	
it	must	run	faster	than	the	fastest	lion	or	it	will	be	
killed.	Every	morning	a	lion	wakes	up.	It	knows	it	

must	outrun	the	slowest	gazelle	or	it	will	starve	to	
death.	It	doesn’t	matter	whether	you	are	a	lion	or	a	

gazelle	-	when	the	sun	comes	up,	you	had	better	
be	running.”	

ANONYMOUS

Being professional means being capable and passionate about servicing 
clients consistently.

Yet the mindset of wealth managers in Asia has been different.

This might partly be due to what I described earlier in terms of the false 
reality of seemingly unchecked market growth before the financial crisis. 
Or it might be due to the lack of attention (until more recently) paid by 
the industry and its regulators to continuing professional education. Or it 
might partly be due to the fact that many firms have been in an almost-
constant growth phase in the region, and with only a shallow talent pool 
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to tap, the spotlight on real or tangible performance hasn’t been as ob-
jective as it should have been. 

Regardless, this is now changing.

The reality of the new dynamics of (more) regulation, (lack of) client 
trust and (limited) revenue-generating potential has highlighted a press-
ing need for regulators, senior management and client advisers them-
selves to address the shortfalls. 

Ultimately, this is an opportunity for every wealth manager to develop 
their own, differentiated offering – and a way to deliver it.

To contribute towards these efforts, we have compiled a collection of 
best-practice sales skills, tools and processes designed to support any-

one working in a client-facing, sales-ori-
ented role within the broad wealth man-
agement industry in Asia.

This is based on anonymous interviews 
with more than 120 senior market profes-
sionals – including chief executives, team 
leaders, frontline advisers, training and 
development specialists, consultants and 
high net worth clients – revealing first-
hand experiences and thoughts on what it 
takes to be a more successful adviser.

However, the intention is to take a slightly 
different approach from the many dozens 

of existing books that provide more general guidance about how to sell 
across various industries. 

This	is	an	
opportunity	for	

every	wealth	
manager	to	

develop	their	own,	
differentiated	

offering.	
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Many of these publications refer to specific sales models, but these 
don’t always translate into methods which are relevant or appropriate to 
wealth management as an industry and the role of the salespeople who 
operate within it.

Instead, the intention of this book is to 
offer practical guidance at each stage of 
the sales and relationship-building process 
in Asian wealth management and private 
banking. This is specifically related to the 
different techniques applicable to the in-
dustry and a adviser’s role on a daily basis.

We therefore aim to complement and en-
hance any existing learning or training you 
might have done on sales theory.

Inevitably, certain parts will strike different chords with different read-
ers, depending either on the types of clients you are servicing, the spe-
cific needs of your clients, or your clients’ existing familiarity with wealth 
management products and services generally.

“The	man	who	removes	a	mountain	begins	
by	carrying	away	small	stones.”

CHINESE PROVERB

At a minimum, you should be able to take away some valuable pointers 
and tips, using this book as a reference source going forward. There 
is no magic formula to being a successful adviser today. But whatever 
amount of experience you have, or whichever stage of your career you 
are at, refreshing your existing skills and learning new ones will help you 
to enjoy an even more rewarding career going forward – both in the dif-
ficult times as well as the good ones.

There	is	no	magic	
formula	to	being	
a	successful	
adviser	today.
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This can then be a catalyst for you to implement a more refined and 
targeted approach to servicing your clients.

If all this leads you to suspect that you can’t anymore be fulfilled, ex-
cited, engaged and motivated to be a wealth manager in Asia, then you 
might be better to close this book now and start looking for a new indus-
try within which to develop a career. 

For those of you who think you can, I welcome your feedback.

Andrew Crooke
Editor
Hubbis
T 852 2563 8683
E andrew.crooke@hubbis.com 
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